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**BEARTRAP CANYON FULL DAY RAFTING**

**Adult/Ages 6-12** $125

A small group experience with great rapids, peaceful floating, wildlife and a deli-style lunch. The trip begins with some fun class 3 rapids, then you hit the legendary Kitchen Sink—a technical class 4 rapid. We reserve the right to have our guests walk the Kitchen Sink. After lunch enjoy some mellow floating through the beautiful and scenic Beartrap Canyon.

10 River miles, duration depends on water levels. Meeting time: 9:15 at Warm Springs River Access.

---

**GUIDED FULL DAY FLOAT AND FISH**

$495/boat, 1-2 ppl

Experienced anglers can enjoy our bountiful waters with a guide & a drift boat. Choose the upper or lower Madison River for a relaxing day of fly fishing.

**BEARTRAP CANYON FULL DAY FLY FISHING**

$700/boat, 1-2 people • 2 boat max

Fly Fish through the Madison River’s designated wilderness area: Beartrap Canyon. Enjoy this remote and scenic full day of guided fishing, lunch included!

*Trips include:

  - Flies, tackle and equipment

*Not included:

  - Montana Fishing License

---

**LOWER MADISON RIVER TUBING & RAFTING**

**Tube Trip** $23/person (Ages 3+)

**Self Guided Raft** $250/boat (Max: 6 people)

Enjoy a hassle-free tube trip or self guided raft on the Lower Madison. The trip includes Deluxe Tube or Raft, lifejackets and shuttle to and from the river departing from Bozeman or Four Corners. Round Trip 4-5 hours.

madisonrivertubing.com
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